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Order of Assigning Stock Codes 

 

July 1, 2023 

Securities Identification Code Committee 

 

Steps Order of assigning codes Specific name codes to be 

assigned 

Remarks 

Step1 In the first step, alphabetical characters will be used only in 

the fourth digit of the codes, and the first code using an 

alphabetical character will be "130A." 

130A  From the first step onward, as 

a general rule, specific name 

codes consisting only of 

numerical numbers will not be 

assigned. 

Step2 For codes following "130A," the fourth digit will be fixed as 

"A," and the numbers from 131 to 999 will be assigned in 

ascending order to the other three digits. 

131A,132A,133A … 999A  

Step3 After all the codes with a fourth digit of "A" have been 

assigned, codes with a fourth digit of a letter from the 

remaining alphabetical characters will be assigned in 

alphabetical order. Specifically, "130C" will be assigned. 

130C  "B," "E," "I," "O," "Q," "V," and 

"Z." will be excluded from the 

alphabetical characters to be 

assigned. 

Step4 After Step 3, and as in Steps 2 and 3, the fourth digit will be 

a letter from the remaining alphabetical characters and 

assigned in alphabetical order, and the first to third digits will 

be a number from 130 to 999 in ascending order. 

130D,131D,132D, … 999D, 

130F,131F,132F, … 999F, 

 …  

130Y,131Y,132Y, … 999Y 
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Step5 When the codes using alphabetical characters in the fourth 

digit have all been assigned, codes using alphabetical 

characters only in the second digit will be assigned, and the 

first of such codes will be "1A00." 

1A00  

Step6 The second digit will be "A," and the numbers 101 to 999 

will be assigned in ascending order to the first, third, and 

fourth digits, as if these digits were a 3-digit number. 

1A01,1A02,1A03… 9A99  

Step7 After all the codes with a second digit of "A" have been 

assigned, "1C00" will be assigned next, using the 

alphabetical character for the second digit. 

1C00  "B," "E," "I," "O," "Q," "V," and 

"Z." will be from the 

alphabetical characters to be 

assigned. 

Step8 As is the case with Steps 6 and 7, the second digit will be an 

alphabetical character assigned in ascending order. The 

numbers 101 to 999 will be assigned in ascending order to 

the first, third, and fourth digits, as if these digits were a 3-

digit number. 

 

1D00,1D01,1D02, … 9D99, 

1F00,1F01,1F02, … 9F99, 

… 

1Y00,1Y01,1Y02, … 9Y99 
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i Stock Codes that are not in the Order of Assigning Stock Codes shall not be assigned. In addition, if the Securities Identification Code 
Committee determines that numbering according to the Order of Assigning Stock Codes is not appropriate, it may handle it differently from 
the order, such as not assigning a specific code. 


